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class-room based professional complex emergency
simulation: Responding to fire and other hazards in an
industrial urban setting under (time / assessment)
pressure
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Northumbria University, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK

MSc Disaster Management and Sustainable Development

Integrated Emergency Management module
Module Learning Outcomes (MLOs) – which feed into/cover partially the Programme Learning
Outcomes (PLOs)
Knowledge & Understanding:
• MLO1: Evaluate the effectiveness of approaches to integrated emergency management
• MLO2: Employ structured risk based methodologies to define the potential impacts from
emergencies.
Intellectual / Professional skills & abilities:
• MLO3: Identify and evaluate limitations in delivering resilience despite integrated management
approaches being applied
• MLO4: Critically review the methods for resilience building through anticipation and planning based
on local, national and/or international drivers.
Personal Values Attributes (Global / Cultural awareness, Ethics, Curiosity) (PVA):
• MLO5: Evaluate how integrated emergency management is applied to all populations in an equitable
manner in accordance with human rights.
(see also Phelps (2010); Phillips et al. (2012); Haddow et al. (2014); McCreight (2017))

Formative (assessment) task
§ Purpose:

§ to have groups plan a response to an incident in the classroom
§ present to the whole class with justification for what they think is
important, etc.

§ Context:

§ early phase of the response with limited information available

§ Outturn:

§ Student frustration at not being able to answer the question just like
the initial phase of an incident, planned for, or not…
§ Underpins the Integrated Emergency Management process

Purpose of summative assessment
§ Application of knowledge in a non-linear fashion to respond to
an authentic setting for major incident response management
§ Authentic learning
§ ‘Authentic learning typically focuses on
real-world, complex problems and their
solutions, using role-playing exercises,
problem-based activities, case studies,
and participation in virtual communities of
practice’ (Lombardi, 2007)

Contextualised with
images from live play
exercises, videos
from real incidents,
etc. we’ve been
involved in

The summative assessment
§ Responding to an unseen desktop exercise

§ Big Bang event
§ By several IEM teams (groups) – Fire & Rescue
Service, City Council, private company [could be
any organisation that is not the specialist public
sector or local authority]

§ More concerned with demonstrating thought
processes in responding
to an incident

§ Adaptability tested.
§ Group (and inter-group) working dynamics.
§ Time pressures (becoming more severe along the
evolving incident).

The summative assessment
§ Desktop exercise:
§
§
§
§

Builds with inputs at undisclosed time intervals.
Unknowns, just like a real response.
Uncontrolled open fire – public health threat from products of
combustion, potential spread, disruption to infrastructure, etc.
Complicated by asbestos loss from structure and spillages of
chemicals during evacuation, food model affected

§ We are primarily assessing thought processes in
application over recall
§
§
§

Adaptability.
Group working (including inter-group) dynamics.
Time pressures (becoming more severe along as the incident as
evolving).

Overview to summative tasks
What threat/ potential
threat is there?
Hazard
identification

Prepare a resident’s letter
(prior instruction in class)

Residents
letter

Prepare a media statement
(prior instruction in class)
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Media
statement

Risk
appraisal

Conceptual
modelling

Likelihood of
exposures to ground
level plume

Source (what) – Pathway
(how) – Receptor
(what/who)
(prior instruction in class)

What’s the hazard? What are
(current) aggravating factors?
§ Alongside injects, specific tasks are required
§

E.g.

§ Hazard identification + factors thought to aggravate situation
§ Application of a pathway conceptual model*
§ Continuous feedback loop: Have your decisions changed with each
new inject? Should they? Students / Teams challenged to review
each time.

*Described originally by Holdgate (1979)
but adaptable to a range of uses, e.g.
Narayan, et al (2012), Davies, (2017)
and Waldschläger, et al (2020)

Risk assessment and scaling the
event
§ Defining the student’s perception of risk:
§ Key is justification
§ Why is the group thinking the way it is?
§ Is the risk score justifiable?

§ Includes real world materials
§ CHEMETs
§ Material Safety
Data Sheets (MSDS) for
specific chemicals

Multi-agency response:
interoperability/interactivity
§ Identify the synergies available to deliver a
comprehensive response
§ What do the respective groups need to know
(including from each other)?
§ Who (which organisation / team / source) can
provide the information/response?

§ Two approaches taken:
1. Groups are assigned a specific agency with a clear
agenda, and the groups interact internally and with
each other across the classroom; or
2. Groups are managing everything and identify who
can help them to tackle the hazards identified and
so manage the incident as it evolves.

The student response to our approach
§ Prior to the exercise
§ Not knowing much about the incident can cause a little worry
§ Supportive environment for students’ worries

§ During the exercise
§ Students are focussed on their tasks
§ Good group debate(s)
§ Live research is undertaken – access to IT in the room

The student response to our approach
§ After the exercise
§ Positive feedback
§ Enjoyed the challenge
§ Pre-exercise reservations about the assessment disappear when they get
on with the response: focus
§ Recognise that they ‘survived’ through the ordeal
§ Tired from the concentration, just like an authentic response …
§ Fun?!

Question(s)
Thank you for your attention – any questions?
Please now, or afterwards by e-mail:
simon.griffiths@northumbria.ac.uk
richard.kotter@northumbria.ac.uk
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